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ABSTRACT
Vocal shortcuts, short spoken phrases to control interfaces,
have the potential to reduce cognitive and physical costs
of interactions. They may benefit expert users of creative
applications (e.g., designers, illustrators) by helping them
maintain creative focus. To aid the design of vocal shortcuts
and gather use cases and design guidelines for speech interaction, we interviewed ten creative experts. Based on our
findings, we built VoiceCuts, a prototype implementation
of vocal shortcuts in the context of an existing creative application. In contrast to other speech interfaces, VoiceCuts
targets experts’ unique needs by handling short and partial
commands and leverages document model and application
context to disambiguate user utterances. We report on the
viability and limitations of our approach based on feedback
from creative experts.
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Figure 1: The interface of VoiceCuts includes a panel that
opens when the user wants to talk (here with command “duplicate logo”) and a customization and history panel that
shows recent commands and allows the user to specify custom vocal shortcuts.

1 INTRODUCTION
Professional creative applications for design, drawing, photo
editing, or even slide creation support an extraordinarily
broad set of features. To maintain creative focus, experts
develop or learn practices that accelerate access to common
functions. Combinations of procedural memory (i.e., muscle
memory) and affordances for accelerating performance, such
as keyboard shortcuts, can help to reduce cognitive and physical interaction costs. However, there are many barriers to
learning and adopting these behaviors. Keyboard shortcuts,
custom panels, and macros can make access more efficient,
but past research shows that keyboard shortcuts are hard to
learn [20]. Manual interface customization is rarely done by
users [38] and automated adaptive interfaces that dynamically change the interface may interfere with the memory for
certain widgets that experts develop based on placement [15].
Even those who use an application daily can struggle to find
tools they don’t use often and may be slow to open the right
panel at the right time due to the sheer number of options.
Taken together, the cognitive costs of learning, recalling, and
integrating ‘accelerators’ into practice may lead even experts
to ‘settle’ for slower interactions. Furthermore, many traditional UIs, and accelerators, assume mouse and keyboard
input. For the many creative experts who use tablets and
stylus pens as primary input devices, this introduces significant physical costs as they must maneuver away from their
primary devices to invoke most shortcuts.
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We propose that an alternative–vocal shortcuts–can better
provide access to features for expert users. Vocal shortcuts
are short spoken phrases that can be engaged by the enduser on top of their existing interfaces. The use of speech
introduces a number of benefits. Physically, the end-user
does not need to switch from their tablet to a mouse or keyboard. Cognitively, short phrases may be easier to learn and
recall than the vaguely mnemonic keyboard shortcuts. Furthermore, because the vocabulary for speech can be broader
than for keyboard counterparts, more complex features can
be accessed (e.g., those that require parameters) or multi-step
workflows may be invoked more easily.
While vocal shortcuts are a promising way to allow creative experts to maintain focus on their work, there are many
open-questions for their design. For example, using vocal
shortcuts requires learning to integrate a new modality and
‘language’ into one’s existing practice. On the one hand, expert users may already have a rich vocabulary that is closely
aligned with system features (i.e., they know features names).
On the other hand, speech interfaces have limited discoverability features [11, 16], making grammar and advanced
features harder to learn. Additionally, speech-to-text systems
may not work as expected (i.e., perfectly). Past experience
by end-users with systems such as Apple’s Siri or Amazon’s
Echo may further shape expectations of speech-to-text performance and behavior. Thus, it is not entirely obvious where,
if, and how, vocal shortcuts are best applied. Further, unlike
novice users, experts have existing optimized workflows and
habits to complete tasks [22, 35, 60]. Unless speech input
offers significant reductions in cognitive or physical costs,
end-users are likely to stick to non-speech modalities [3].
To understand where speech interaction might be helpful
in existing creative applications, we interviewed ten creative
experts. Though individual examples varied, a number of patterns emerged both for frequent and infrequently accessed
features. One common request was for easier ways to access
things that had ‘names.’ Names are often assigned by the
end-user but lack an application shortcut. Examples include
layers (e.g., the ‘mouth layer’), brushes (e.g., ‘three pixel butterfly brush’), or colors (e.g., ‘goldenrod’). Because speech
input was viewed as a way of bypassing complex menus,
a number of participants identified vocal shortcuts as an
effective way to access infrequently used features.
Based on these interviews, we built VoiceCuts, an extension to Adobe Photoshop to support speech as an input
modality. The system responds to short commands for selecting tools and menus, changing parameters, and manipulating
layers of the document. VoiceCuts also provides adaptability
features to support custom vocal shortcuts. To evaluate the
viability of vocal shortcuts, we invited eight experts to do a
creative task in our lab and deployed the system with one
creative expert to use in his own environment. We identify
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situations where speech can be useful for expert users and
limitations of the approach. Participants found our speechenabled prototype helpful for search tasks like finding tools
they were less familiar with, organizational tasks like organizing layers, and other tasks where hands-free input allows them to keep their attention on their composition. Our
evaluation allowed us to identify needed technological innovations, such as optimized language models and custom
grammars. Other challenges related more directly to use.
These include discoverability, acceptance (e.g., encouraging
the use of speech in a non-traditional environment), and execution gulfs [45] around valid and invalid natural language
(e.g., what end users wanted, or expected, to be valid).
Our contribution includes the proposal of vocal shortcuts
for expert-focused creative applications. Through interviews
we identified the situations in which speech input as a shortcut technique was desirable. Our implementation of VoiceCuts allowed us to understand where speech input could and
would be used in more realistic practice.

2 RELATED WORK
Expert shortcuts
Various interaction techniques have been devised to optimize the expert experience. While not all have been adopted,
several have seen their way into deployed systems. For these
optimizations, often the ‘physical’ costs (e.g., the physical
interaction necessary to activate a feature) or ‘cognitive’
costs (e.g., the learnability, discoverability and development
of procedural memory) outweigh the baseline costs of accessing the feature. Solutions such as marking menus (and
their variants [32]) can be used to speed access through
menus, but with increased complexity may become slow
or prone to errors [31]. Spatially organized commands (e.g.,
CommandMaps [51]) show benefits to expert users, but for
complex applications, screen space limits the number of commands that can be displayed.
More conventionally, interfaces offer various keyboard
shortcuts (e.g., ctrl-C, ctrl-V, - -W) or keyboard-based
navigation (e.g., alt-F S to open the file menu followed by
’s’ to save—a sequence familiar to many Windows users).
To support a broader set of shortcuts, some keyboards and
applications use a large set of modifiers. The LISP Machines
‘Space-Cadet Keyboard’ famously had seven modifiers [36].
Because the space of possible combinations is enormous,
many have focused on teaching end-users key combinations [8, 39]. While some shortcuts are mnemonic in nature (’C’ for copy or ’B’ for brush), this approach is invariably limited (’C’ can’t simultaneously be used for cut and
copy). IconHK [19] strengthens connections between keys
and commands by embedding visual clues in on-screen icons.
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Other visual and auditory feedback techniques [20] can improve recall (with some evidence that repeating the command
through the auditory channel helps).
Specialized keyboards offer an alternative way to access
shortcuts. They range from hardware with dedicated buttons
for common shortcuts (e.g., [41]) to keyboards that are aware
of which finger is used to press the key [61] and keys which
can be pushed in various directions to invoke shortcuts [4].
Adaptive [15, 17, 27] and adaptable interfaces can also reduce cognitive and physical access costs to commonly used
features. However, end-users tend not to want to pay the
upfront costs for creating optimizations [38]. The alternative,
automated adaptation, may challenge experts who may find
dynamically changing menus and toolbars to be a hindrance
to ‘flow’ rather than a benefit [15, 34, 58]. Where there is
uncertainty in the system’s understanding of a shortcut or
optimization [23], as in the case of gestures (or in our case
speech), end-users may limit their behaviors based on what
they think the system can do or how the system will understand their actions [46].
Speech-based shortcuts may reduce both physical and
cognitive costs, making their use more attractive. For endusers that cannot easily access a keyboard—for example by
using large tablet form factors (e.g., a Wacom screen) or
even small forms (e.g., an iPad)—vocal shortcuts may be
advantageous. Cognitively, vocal shortcuts may be easier to
learn and recall as they are more naturally ‘bound’ to the
feature. Because the uttered command is the same as the
feature name, the shortcut is directly connected (e.g., ‘cut’ is
‘cut’). Other approaches are indirect, relying on mnemonics
(e.g., ‘ctrl-X’) or physical procedural memory (e.g., gestures),
and may require acts of mental ‘translation.’ That said, vocal
shortcuts may have increased cognitive costs as the end-user
must recall the name and utter it, both potentially unfamiliar
steps. Our research thus focuses on identifying where and
when vocal shortcuts may be appropriate.
Speech interfaces
Rather than depending on complex keystrokes or novel hardware, speech provides an alternative solution for expert access to tools. Indicators for the benefits of speech input include cases where hands and/or eyes are busy, where access
to the keyboard or screen is limited (e.g., mobile applications), where accessibility is a concern, and where speech
or natural language is the application’s preferred method of
interaction [10]. We argue that with proper design, speech is
appropriate for expert tasks but that existing solutions may
not be directly adaptable.
For example, speech is used for universal accessibility in
desktop environments. But because such systems are often
generic to all desktop applications, they are rarely optimized
for expert use and are often ‘retrofitted’ on top of existing
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applications (e.g., [62]). This has the benefit of rapidly providing universal access but may not take expert workflows
or application’s document model into account.
Historically, there is evidence to suggest that vocal shortcuts may benefit experts, as viable speech interfaces have
been developed across multiple domains including: spreadsheets [25, 43], word processing [28], programming [5], information visualization and analytics [12, 18, 54, 56], robotic
control, and in medical applications [26, 30, 42]. Broadly,
these approaches have not focused on optimizing the expert
experience but rather providing a Natural Language Interface
(NLI) to replace more standard interaction modalities.
Speech, and specifically speech-to-text, has certain limitations both for the system (uncertainty and failures in interpretation) and for the end-user.
Research in multimodal interfaces has led to a number
of design guidelines for speech to overcome the limitations
(e.g., [47, 55]). We leverage this literature in identifying guidelines for our work (e.g., cost models such as those introduced
by Baber and Mellor [2]).
At a high level, the tradeoffs between speech-centric and
non-speech techniques can be summarized as visibility versus discoverability. Since most non-speech techniques use
visible elements (a keyboard, a toolbar, etc.) to accelerate task
performance, the user is more likely to accomplish the task,
even if she doesn’t know about the exact command. However, in the context of creative applications where the user
focuses on the canvas object in the center, the visual component can distract the user by creating spatial offsets (e.g.,
CommandMaps [51]). On the other hand, a speech-centric
approach provides no visual cues for commands. Thus the
user must ‘discover’ the command from memory or through
trial-and-error. However, we speculate that when users have
high levels of expertise, their language models may map directly to the system’s interface. Furthermore, the user can
likely formulate one or more commands at once without
being limited by the visual elements.
Creative applications
Speech-based interfaces for creative applications have been a
focus of research for several decades. Early examples include
drawing applications (voice-driven MacDraw [48, 49]), 3D
object manipulation [6], and GUI design [1]. These systems
demonstrate the viability of natural-language as an interaction technique but also highlight key challenges. Research on
speech, most often, has identified novice end-users as a target
audience (e.g., [44]). However, performance improvements
(e.g., time, input) have been shown more broadly. In a tool
with restricted vocabulary, Pausch and Leatherby [48] determined that voice improved performance over ‘accelerator
keys’ and that the benefit to experts was greater. Other advantages of speech include enhanced focus on creative tasks.
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A study of sketching tasks (e.g., free drawing, illustrating)
in a speech augmented drawing system showed qualitative
evidence that participants can indulge more in the creative
process by issuing necessary commands by speech [53].
While voice solutions have focused on discrete commandand-control operations, a notable exception is VoiceDraw [21],
which provides continuous input through sounds (e.g., sounding out vowels to indicate direction). PixelTone [33] supports
more general photograph manipulation on mobile devices
through a combination of speech and gesture input. Multimodal approaches are warranted in creative applications as
deixis is a particular challenge [9, 47, 52]. Deictic phrases
(e.g., “put that here”) are difficult to interpret without additional context.
3 FORMATIVE INTERVIEWS WITH EXPERTS
We interviewed design professionals to learn how they imagine invoking speech commands to enhance their experience.
We sought to gather use cases and better understand expert
practice and willingness to incorporate speech input into
their workflows.
We recruited ten creative experts through a distribution
list at a large software company. All interviewees identified
as professional designers (7) or artists (3), with experience
ranging from 3 to 15 years (M=8.0, SD=4.1). On average,
interviewees reported using 4 different creative applications
(SD=1.2). Each interview lasted one hour. Six interviews
were in person and four were virtual using video and screen
sharing software.
Each interview began with background questions to understand the creative expert’s professional history and current
projects. We then discussed opportunities for speech input
in their work in the context of a current project. We asked
them to open a recent file and point out situations where
they thought they would want to be able to say a command.
Then we asked more specific questions about their use of
keyboard shortcuts and how they combine stylus, keyboard,
and mouse interaction. We also asked what they would say
to invoke speech in the scenarios they described.
Suggested use cases
Our participants were excited by the possibilities of including
speech interaction in their day-to-day work. They suggested
a number of ways that speech input could optimize their
work. Broadly, desired features focused on optimizing existing workflows around operations that were viewed as
‘costly.’ Although interviewees emphasized uncommon ‘big’
expenses when reflecting on their past behavior (a type of
availability bias), we also tried to elicit common, potentially
‘small’ behaviors that may have large costs in aggregate.
Both situations lend themselves to enhancement through
shortcuts, speech or otherwise.
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Finding infrequently used commands—All of the people we interviewed mentioned wanting to use speech to
access commands they do not use frequently. Six out of ten
interviewees (E3, E6, E7, E8, E9, E10) relied on keyboard
shortcuts for frequently used commands but noted that they
only know a handful of keyboard shortcuts and that they vary
across software applications. Speech input was perceived as
a viable solution for finding less familiar commands quickly.
Such a feature has the possibility of reducing cognitive cost
of access. Notably, an analogous behavior is by expert users
of search interfaces who learn short ‘navigational queries’
that they know will produce the desired result at the top of
the result page [57].
Switching and making brushes—Four participants said
they regularly paint digitally (E1, E3, E9, E10) and that they
would like to use speech to switch brushes. Searching for the
right brush from the typically large collections that experts
maintain (e.g., 40-100) is burdensome. Any interaction that
requires a keyboard, like searching by keyword or naming a
new brush, would be easier to do with speech input because
it would allow them to continue holding the stylus rather
than switch to a keyboard.
Additionally, several participants said they make their
own brushes, and one of them described how he made a
business of making and selling brushes (E9). E9 said that
when he makes brushes he does multiple explorations and
would like to be able to fluidly change parameters as he is
drawing strokes. Speech input would allow him to keep his
arm on the canvas while changing parameter values, rather
than moving back and forth between drawing and changing
parameters in a panel.
Working with complex design documents—All of the
experts described working with complex documents that
include many layers grouped in various ways. As an example,
one of the files we saw was a poster showing the stages of
product adoption using groups and subgroups of illustrations,
text, and charts. The designer (E4) said she worried that she
would inadvertently change an element she did not mean to
change in moving between the canvas, where she edited the
design, and the layers panel, where she locked and unlocked
groups. E4 said it would be much easier if she could point to
the specific object in the canvas and say “edit layer X” and the
system would identify the element of interest (independent
of its grouping in the layers panel) and then unlock it and
lock the rest.
Using color libraries—Four of the experts suggested using speech input to select colors using semantic color names.
One expert (E1) described using different color palettes for
a different project and wanting to switch colors using the
project color names. For example, he described regularly using color names like “marketing blue”, “header blue”, “checkout yellow” in projects and communications with the team’s
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developers. He reported frequently needing to switch between designated colors, for which he refers to a file with
the palette, and the associated hex codes. He said he would
prefer to be able to integrate these project color names into
the interface and switch colors by saying the name.
We note that the latter three use cases, around brushes, design documents, and color, have a similar focus. It is common
in creative applications to create ‘named’ objects (features,
tools, layers, etc.) as a way of managing complexity. However,
existing shortcut mechanisms such as keyboard shortcuts
often ignore user-specific names. While one can easily select
the brush tool (‘B’ in Photoshop) it is not as easy to access
the ‘5 pixel wet ink watercolor brush’ (perhaps ‘wet 5’ as a
speech shortcut). Speech input can address this limitation
both because it supports a broader vocabulary but also because what something is called directly maps to what is said.
We argue that this aspect of vocal shortcuts has the potential
to reduce cognitive costs.
Finally, our participants spoke to the value of speech input
for ergonomics and multi-tasking, which are well established
as motivations for speech interfaces. E10 said he had bad
carpal tunnel for several months and felt that he could use
speech input to alleviate the physical stress on his body. E3
suggested using speech input to control secondary tasks like
listening to music, web browsing, and email so his hands
could stay engaged with the primary creative task.
From expert practice to design goals
Our participants also provided us with a broader sense of
their workflow and work environments. Many of the characteristics of the experts that emerged were helpful towards
suggesting high-level design goals.
Minimize disruption to creative flow. Related to their
desire for efficiency, our participants all described that a
viable speech interface would need to support the expert’s
flow. E2 and E4 said they found it problematic to change
posture and eye focus in the midst of some creative tasks
like drawing or editing photos.
Support flexible device/application configurations.
Our participants described how they tend to use a variety of
input devices, including a desktop and mobile tablets. Seven
of our interviewees (E1, E2, E4, E5, E8, E9, E10) use tablets
and stylus pens. The stylus pen supports drawing tasks but
limits the use of keyboards, as one hand is always holding
the pen. Additionally, our participants said they use multiple
applications in their professional work, which requires them
to remember different shortcuts for similar tools.
Provide support for user customization. Indicative of
their potential to adopt speech, our participants expressed
having strong incentives to identify ways to make their workflow more efficient. Six interviewees (E3, E6, E7, E8, E9, E10)
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heavily use keyboard shortcuts to expedite their work process. While prior research characterizes experts as resistant
to new technology, since in many cases they have already optimized their workflow [3], all of our interviewees indicated
that if speech input provides enough efficiency and helps
them focus more on the creative task, they are willing to learn
and change their work practice to be more productive and
creative. Specifically, customization supporting referencing
names for tools, colors, and brushes was of high interest.
4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We demonstrate the viability and limitations of vocal shortcuts with a prototype implementation, VoiceCuts. VoiceCuts
was built to add a speech modality to the creative application,
Adobe Photoshop. The system contains four main components: a speech input interface, a command interpreter, an
execution engine, and a panel for customizing commands
(Fig. 2). As the user speaks, the system turns the audio into
text, translates the command to one or more application operations, and executes them. Our prototype currently uses
the Google Speech API [50] to convert audio to text and
leverages the Adobe Photoshop scriptable execution engine
to perform the identified operations. All interface components are implemented using JavaScript as an extension to
Photoshop. The ‘engine’ of VoiceCuts is the interpreter that
leverages application, document, and user context.
Because our goal is to minimize disruption to creative
flow, VoiceCuts is designed with a command-and-control
approach: the user utters a command and the application
executes it. VoiceCuts does not talk back and does not support conversations. It was designed and built to expect short
phrases and partial commands. To encourage speech interaction and support creative flow, VoiceCuts always tries to
‘do something’ even in the face of uncertainty.
VoiceCuts user experience
Let’s follow Stefanie, who is a professional web designer, as
she works on a painting with VoiceCuts. Stefanie loves her
large Wacom touch display (see Figure 3) even though she
can’t easily use her keyboard. She clicks the button on her
stylus pen and speaks the vocal shortcut “watercolor brush.”
VoiceCuts opens the listening panel where it shows Stefanie’s
words (Fig. 2(a)). A blinking microphone icon tells Stephanie
that the system is listening. VoiceCuts waits for Stefanie
to stop talking, interprets her command, and selects the
watercolor brush. To change the size of her brush, Stefanie
can use the vocal shortcut: “size 50” or simply “50.” VoiceCuts
remembers the most recently changed parameters for each
tool and makes it easy to change them without having to
repeat the parameter name.
Stefanie also likes to use VoiceCuts’s support for customization. She has some favorite colors, Fall grey and sunrise
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Figure 2: VoiceCuts’s interface and architecture, illustrating how speech interaction is supported throughout the system.

blue, that she set in VoiceCuts. Adding new customizations
is easy. Stefanie can use the interactive customizations and
history panel (Fig. 2(d)) or add the commands in a text file.
To select parts of her painting, Stefanie clicks her pen button and says “select tool” (intending the select and mask tool).
VoiceCuts misinterprets what she means and gives her the
quick selection tool. To get the right tool, Stefanie uses the
full name: “select and mask tool.” To make things easier for
next time, she sets the vocal shortcut keyword for “Select &
Mask” to “select” using the Edit button (Figure 2(d1)). When
a shortcut ambiguously maps to multiple matches, VoiceCuts
takes a ‘greedy’ best-guess approach. It picks the most likely
command, but lets the user switch to a different interpretation using a drop-down menu (Figure 2 (d2)). Corrections
influence subsequent interpretations.
Interpreting user commands
The VoiceCuts interpreter (Fig. 2 (b)) uses the output from
the Google Speech API to map the vocal command to corresponding application operation(s). The prototype interpreter
supports three types of operations: activating tools or features, setting tool parameters, and selecting document objects
(e.g., image layers or groups).
The interpreter tokenizes the vocal shortcut, removes stop
words, and passes the text through tool, parameter, and document object detectors. If more than one detector finds a match
or one detector finds multiple matches, the interpreter resolves the ambiguity using a set of heuristics and selects one
or more final operations. We prioritize the user’s current
context and prioritize parameter matches for the currently
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selected tool over operation and document property matches.
Even when detection confidence is low, VoiceCuts executes
the operation and logs the user utterance and corresponding
operation in the customization and history panel.
All detectors search for full and partial matches by comparing each token in the vocal shortcut to dictionaries that
contain the names of the operations, parameters, and document objects. For example, if the user command is “quick
selection tool,” then the tool detector will return a full match
to the “Quick Selection Tool.” To find partial matches, the
detectors compare all possible n-grams (sequential subsets
of n-words) to the dictionary items. For example, “selection
tool” is a partial match with “quick selection tool” and “path
selection tool,” while “select tool” is a partial match with
“Select & Mask.” The detectors return the matches that yield
the longest matching n-gram. If multiple matches are possible, all are returned. For example, for the command “select
tool,” the tool detector returns “path selection tool”, “quick
selection tool”, and “select & mask.” As is evident from this
example, we support variants by matching on word stems
(e.g., selection becomes select). A more restrictive grammar–
one that does not support ‘fuzzy’ matching at all–may yield
more precise results. However, we used the fuzzy matching
approach to encourage the experts to try speech without
worrying about learning the grammar.
Tool and feature detector: The tool detector compares
the shortcut command to all menu, toolbar, and macro operations. A pre-defined set of command names was developed in
a pre-processing step by scraping tool and parameter names
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from the application. Additionally, VoiceCuts dynamically
queries the application on startup for any custom tools, such
as macros or tool presets, created by the user or downloaded
from the web.
Parameter detector: The parameter detector compares
the user command to the parameters of the currently selected tool. If the user utterance specifies a tool/feature and a
parameter change simultaneously (e.g. “butterfly brush size
10”), the parameter detector compares the user command
to the parameters of the tool specified in the utterance. To
generate a list of tool parameters, VoiceCuts dynamically
queries the application and builds a list of numeric parameters (e.g., size, opacity) and text parameters (e.g., brush name,
color name).
Numeric parameters include units (pixels, %, etc) and a possible value range (e.g., size: 0-1000). Text parameters include
a simple list (e.g, brush name: butterfly, azalea, watercolor,
etc).
Identifying text parameters: When a tool has a text parameter, the detector compares the user command to a list
of known parameters for that tool. For example, when the
reference tool is the brush, the user can specify a brush tip
parameter (e.g., “watercolor brush”, “oil pastel large brush”).
Identifying numeric parameters: The majority of tools have
numeric parameters. To support numeric parameters, the
parameter detector first finds all numeric values in the command and then tries to associate them with the right parameters. It is flexible to several formulations including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

parameter name, numeric value, units (e.g., size 10 pixels)
parameter name, numeric value, no units (e.g., size 10)
numeric value, parameter name (e.g., 10 size)
numeric value, units, parameter name (e.g., 10 pixels size)
numeric value (e.g., 10)
numeric value, units (e.g., 10 pixels)

When VoiceCuts finds a numeric value, the parameter
detector searches for a unit and parameter name in ± 2 token
windows around the numeric value. This allows the user to
disambiguate parameters to the system when the tool has
multiple numerical parameters (e.g., ‘10,’ with no units or
additional information, could refer to opacity or brush size).
More specifically, VoiceCuts disambiguates using one of
three methods: from units in the command, from a previous
command that changes a parameter, and from frequency of
use. If the unit is specified, the detector chooses the most
frequently used parameter with the specified unit (e.g., “size”
for “pixels”). If neither the name not the unit are specified,
VoiceCuts infers the parameter from the most recent command. For example, if the user command is “20” and the most
recently edited parameter is opacity, VoiceCuts will select
the opacity parameter. If there is no history of changing a
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parameter, VoiceCuts chooses the most frequently used parameter for the tool (e.g., size for the brush tool). To process a
command containing multiple parameters (e.g., size 10 opacity 20), the detector repeats this process for each numeric
value in the command.
Document object detector: The document object detector compares the user command to the current list of layers
and groups of layers. The list of layers is built dynamically
given the file or editing activities.
Disambiguation: As each detector works independently,
ambiguous results are possible. For example, if the user is
painting with a brush and says “crop,” the tool detector returns “Crop tool” and “Image>Crop”, the parameter detector
returns a brush named “kid crop 4”, and the document object
detector returns layer “crop”. These results are all using the
same word in the command for their interpretation, “crop.”
If there is no overlap, all operations returned by the detectors are executed in the following order: layer selection, tool
change, parameter change. So the command “watercolor
brush on the sky” will select the sky layer, select the brush
tool, and set the brush tip to watercolor. When there is overlap, VoiceCuts uses heuristics to select among the operations:
Full matches to tools, parameters, and document objects are
preferred over partial matches. Special words like tool, layer,
and panel give weight to the corresponding detector. Finally,
VoiceCuts disambiguates using the specificity of the context
with document context being most preferred, followed by
user context, parameter context and finally application context. So in the “crop” example above, VoiceCuts selects the
crop layer.
Customizing vocal shortcuts
VoiceCuts supports adding custom vocal shortcuts so that
experts can use words that are most meaningful and best
for them. VoiceCuts checks custom shortcuts first before
running the interpreter pipeline. Custom shortcuts can be
specified with a text file or interactively through the History
and Customization Panel (see Figure 2(d)).
Limitations
Making use of a general purpose speech-to-text engine, such
as Google’s speech-to-text engine, allowed us to focus on the
interpretation engine. Unfortunately, general speech-to-text
engines are not designed for short commands. Because of
the way they are trained, they often need longer sentences
to perform well or might expect users to engage in conversational or more formal language. Thus performance for our
specific application will not be as good as general reported
performance for speech-to-text. Short commands have a lot
more ambiguity than longer sentences, and accuracy on each
word is more critical. In the context of expert users who want
to stay in the flow of their task, high transcription accuracy
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had experience with a stylus pen, and identified as an intermediate to expert user of Adobe Photoshop. The participants
received a $40 Amazon gift card.

Figure 3: The device configurations for the lab study.

is especially important. We expect that a custom trained
speech-to-text model will help improve performance.
VoiceCuts is also limited by the Photoshop execution API.
There are some commands that are inaccessible. For example, we can’t support comparative commands like “bigger”
and “smaller” even though shortcuts for these commands
exist. We also can’t control modal dialogs through speech input. These limitations can violate user expectations, because
Photoshop does have shortcuts for comparative commands
and navigating dialogs. Potential fixes may include gaining
access to the program’s source code, using accessibility APIs
or external drivers (e.g., [59]).
In the current VoiceCuts implementation, all tools and
menus are treated equally, but in reality there are new efficient workflows and older outdated workflows. For example,
image adjustments are better done through non-destructive
adjustment layers. The adjustment names are exactly the
same, leading to ambiguity. Which “Hue/Saturation” does
the user want? Destructive or non-destructive? The VoiceCuts interpreter could be improved by weighing some tools
higher than others. This could have the additional benefit of
showing users new features they may not be aware of (in
the style of [40]).
5 EVALUATION: LAB STUDY
To gather feedback from a larger group of professional creatives, we conducted an exploratory laboratory evaluation.
Our goal was to assess the potential of vocal shortcuts and
test the design and implementation of VoiceCuts.
Participants
Eight participants (four female; seven native speakers) were
recruited through an HCI-focused email list at a large university. We required that participants had 5 or more years of
Photoshop experience, used it at least 1 to 3 times a week,
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Study Procedure & Task
We conducted all sessions in a conference room and the sessions lasted from 1 to 1.5 hours. We used a Wacom Cintiq
27QHD Touch Display and Creative Pen (Fig. 3 (a), (b)) and
recorded the screen as well as session audio. We provided a
keyboard (Fig. 3(c)), a Wacom ExpressKey (Fig. 3(d)) or a button on the stylus pen for participants to use to trigger speech
interaction. We located the ExpressKey on the non-dominant
side in case a participant wanted to trigger interaction while
using the pen with their dominant hand.
Because the laptop running VoiceCuts was moved aside
to make space for the Wacom, we placed an external microphone to listen to the participants’ voice. This ensured
high quality logging of the session audio but likely improved
speech-to-text quality as well (Fig. 3(e)). To provide a more
ecologically valid work setting, we instructed participants
to provide their own tool settings, which we installed ahead
of time.
At the start of each session, we showed participants how
to use VoiceCuts through some examples of vocal shortcuts.
After testing these commands, we asked participants to work
on a design task for 45 minutes (spending roughly 15 minutes
planning a design and 30 minutes creating it). Specifically,
we asked participants to create an invitation for a harvest
party (Fig. 4). To give them a chance to use a range of tools,
we required participants to edit a given image and to make
one or more illustrations. We encouraged participants to use
speech input whenever they thought it might help even if
they were not sure whether the command would work.
After completing the
task, we asked participants to share their impressions of the overall
speech interaction experience. We posed specific
questions including, “How
do you think that speech
input affected the flow of
your work?”, “What was
your biggest frustration?,”
and “What did you think
was the biggest win for us- Figure 4: A sample result of the
ing speech input in your task from P3.
session?” We also asked about their ideal speech interface.
To understand why participants used specific vocal shortcuts
and the expected Photoshop operations,
we asked follow-up questions about their intent. Finally,
we discussed their willingness to customize commands.
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Findings
Overall, all participants were able to complete the task and
expressed a willingness to adopt vocal shortcuts into their
workflow. On average each participant uttered 60.5 (SD=18.6)
speech commands over 30 minutes. Each command consisted
of 1.4 words on average (SD=0.93). Together the participants
uttered 484 commands. The participants appreciated the capability to issue partial queries, such as setting a parameter
within a tool space (e.g., “size 10”) without specifying the
name of the tool. Participants issued 105 such partial commands, or 22% of the total vocal shortcut use.
VoiceCuts performed as expected for 82% of commands.
However, 62 out of 484 utterances (12.8%) had speech-totext errors and 25 (5.2% of total speech commands) were
misinterpreted or resulted in errors during execution. Ten
of the 25 were comparative commands like “bigger,” “larger,”
and “5 more” The remaining 15 commands were to open
dialogs. P2 said “ I would just say to “change opacity” rather
than clicking a tiny 30 px button up here”, referring to how
she wanted to open the panel with opacity controls prior to
actually setting the new opacity value. Participants wanted
to open the dialog because they weren’t always sure of the
correct parameter value.
Speech as fast (navigational) search: We observed participants using speech as a faster way to search for a tool
they wanted when they couldn’t locate the tool with the GUI
or didn’t know the correct keyboard shortcut. P1 was looking
for a tool that he could vaguely remember the name of and
couldn’t locate by searching the toolbar. He instead opened
VoiceCuts and said the name of the tool, but first noted to
the experiment administrator: “There was a tool called color
bucket. I was not sure where that was, so I quickly tried.”
P6 similarly invoked “swatches” by speech, describing
how he wanted to say it because he didn’t know the shortcut.
P3 used speech input to search for an operation for which
she did not know the exact name: “I just checked whether the
same function exists in Photoshop as Adobe Illustrator. It felt
faster to search by speech than navigating the interface”.
Speech to organize element hierarchies: The complexity of their work and motivation to be efficient makes expert
users of creative applications more likely to structure their
creative process [29]. This can result in, for example, organizing their workspace. Despite the short time limit, many
participants spent time during their design task to organize
layers, and leveraged speech to aid in this work. Of the 484
speech commands, 68 (14.0%) were to organize and manage
layers and group hierarchies. Some participants (P2, P3) mentioned that using speech for organizing commands seemed
to help them understand the structure better. P3 said “by
verbalizing the speech command ‘the default text layer and
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Figure 5: P8 tilted the canvas to replicate the experience of
drawing in a sketchbook.

leaves layer in group 1’, I can make sure that’s the structure
that I want”.
Multiple participants (P2, P3, P5, P6, P7, P8) also envisioned even bigger benefits from speech input in cases where
the layering and grouping structures they created might be
more complex. P5 mentioned, “Imagine selecting a layer
among hundreds that are stored in ten different groups.” She
found ordering groups and layers by speech input especially
useful because she always has a clear idea about the organization she wants: “it is easier to say ‘put group 1 on top
of group 2’ than dragging the groups around because that is
how I envision two groups should be layered.”
Speech as a ‘posture-free’ input modality: Three of
our participants (P2, P3, P7) had more than 10 years of work
experience as professional designers. They mentioned that
speech input could be useful during occasional bouts of occupational illness that they and other designers experience.
P3 mentioned, “In our team, we regularly exchange tips for
preventing carpal tunnel syndrome and shoulder pain. Speech
interaction can release those pains”. A few participants (P4,
P8) mentioned the importance of posture to their process. P4
mentioned, “I like to lean on the tablet and draw. It would
be nice if you don’t have to change postures to access the
keyboard and focus on work.” P8 also mentioned that speech
input will be handy especially for illustrators who believe
that certain postures are more conducive to their creative
flow. “When I draw, I tilt my whole canvas in Photoshop so that
I can maintain a natural posture like drawing on the sketchbook. I think speech is really handy, if I am in this mode.”
Speech as a macro: We observed that participants often
associated speech input with accomplishing multiple actions
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automatically. For example, P1 wanted to execute three consecutive operations that he often does in a row and hoped
he could execute them all at once with VoiceCuts. He mentioned, “it may be just my expectation for speech interaction
to automate my task.” P2 mentioned, “I hope I can set up the
document with exact resolution and other settings at once instead of pressing keys like command, option and I, and again
going through multiple drop-downs.”
Speech for facilitating design exploration: We initially
expected that speech input might help users when they have
a specific intention in mind and be less useful during more
exploratory work when the user is uncertain of the best
parameter setting. However, three participants (P5, P6, P7)
said speech could be helpful for exploring different visual
styles. For example, P5 described how he would typically
have to invoke a menu, then noted that “instead of having to
go through those hoops, I can just say ‘brighter,’ and my eyes
never leave my work. So I can just focus on that and see how
it looks instead of ... where is this menu ... and fiddling with
it.”. P6 mentioned, ”I have to play with a bunch of different
numbers over and over again. The drop-down menu, and having to sift through all of that. So to me, being able to sit there
and look at it and say ‘larger,’ and ‘smaller,’ that would be so
much more helpful.”. In selecting a font, a user has to go back
and forth from the menu bar and the text to assess the visual
style of the text. P7 mentioned that speech input could be
useful for selecting fonts: “It will be super handy if I can just
say next next next when I select the font.”
Bias from previous experience: Although the participants were told that VoiceCuts was aware of the application
context and expected short commands, we did observe participants adding specificity to some of their speech commands
under the belief that it would help the system understand
it. For example, P1, P5, P8 always said “name of the tool” +
“tool” to activate a tool, instead of saying only the tool name
(e.g., saying “brush tool” instead of simply “brush”). Many
participants (P1, P8) also added “layer” after a layer name
to select a layer, (e.g., “select leaves layer” instead of “select
leaves”). Since most participants (except P8) said they had
experience with voice assistants (e.g., Siri, Alexa), they felt
they should specify the command to be understood by our
prototype as they did for those assistants. P1 mentioned that
once he had gained more confidence using the system and
observing its ability to process short commands, he would
likely change the way he issued speech commands to take
advantage of shorter phrases.
Customization: None of our participants customized the
speech commands during their session. However, in our
follow-up interview, all participants said they would customize speech commands assuming longer-term use. Customization examples they provided all focused on command
shortening (e.g., ‘paint bucket tool’ to ‘paint’).
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Figure 6: Our case study professional designer uses a large
monitor, a Wacom touch display with a wireless keyboard,
stylus pen, a mouse, a laptop, and a microphone as part of
his work.

Given this feedback, a natural next step was to deploy
VoiceCuts and see its use in a real-world scenario where
people can use it in the context of their own environment.
6 EVALUATION: CASE STUDY
We deployed VoiceCuts with one professional designer at
a large software company and collected his feedback from
three real-world usage sessions spanning 4 hours. Figure 6
shows his desktop setup with a large monitor, a Wacom touch
display, a laptop, a wireless keyboard, mouse, stylus, and
microphone. In an initial session, he tried out the prototype
with some success but felt that it would be much more useful
to him with custom vocal shortcuts. In a second session, he
walked the authors through the application describing 23
commands he would like to be able to say that would be
helpful to his work. For example, he wanted to use ‘g-blur’
for ‘gaussian blur’ and ‘select’ for the ‘Rectangular Marquee
Tool.’ Of the 23 commands he requested, 10 were already
supported by VoiceCuts, 11 required custom specification,
and 2 could not be supported due to technical limitations of
the Photoshop extensibility API. Additionally, we specified
homophone shortcuts for vocal shortcuts that were not well
supported by the speech-to-text engine. For example, “hue”
was most frequently transcribed as “hugh” and “cute,” and
“fill” was most frequently transcribed as “phil.” An unintended
side benefit of supporting customization is that it can help
with correcting common speech-to-text errors. In a final
logged session, the designer used the customized prototype
and provided additional feedback through email.
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Overall, the designer’s feedback was positive. He found
value in vocal shortcuts and felt that VoiceCuts saved him
time. From system logs, we can see that he issued 58 different
commands and the system took action on 33 of them. Successful commands included adding layer styles like a drop
shadow and color overlay and transforming and rotating
objects. Commands that did not work were due to technical limitations of the current prototype, like supporting text
entry through voice, and speech-to-text transcription mistakes (‘rasterize’ became ‘restaurant’, and ‘wrestler eyes,’ was
‘Rochester eyes’).
The designer also had some suggestions for improvement,
most significantly around speed. He found that the pause
time while the system detects silence was too much. Also, he
wanted to train VoiceCuts himself so that it could accommodate his accent and make fewer speech-to-text errors. Finally,
he wanted to be able to do text entry through voice, so he
would not have to switch to his keyboard.
7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The feedback from our nine expert participants (eight from
the lab study and one from the case study) confirmed that
vocal shortcuts are useful additions to their practice. All were
excited by the possibilities of improving their workflows by
leveraging speech input in concert with other devices. However, our study also surfaced concerns about the interplay
between the underlying technology and the UX. These prevented the system from uniformly lowering the physical and
cognitive costs of vocal shortcuts in a way that made them
preferable to existing interactions.
When to listen
In contrast to our expectation, all participants but one (P4)
wanted a speech system that was always listening. Participants described how they tended to have a quiet and private
working environment and found triggering speech input by
pressing a button distracting. P7 said “I definitely don’t think
a button should be used. If you’re trying to eliminate using buttons and using your hands as much as possible, that’s definitely
a step in the right direction.” Always-listening interfaces are
possible and will likely reduce activation cost. However, further research will be necessary to build a mechanism for
reliably separating commands to an application from other
speech (to a colleague, on the phone, from a video playing at
the same time). This may include investigating the types of
audio present in modern work environments. Using an activation ‘hot-word’ to indicate the start of a command (as with
Siri or Alexa) is a possibility, but does ‘lengthen’ the shortcut.
Identifying the right balance between fast invocation and
accurate ‘listening’ is an important open question.
Another aspect of listening performance is the speed of
execution. The current VoiceCuts prototype uses a remote
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speech-to-text engine, which takes 1 to 2 seconds. The majority of this time is due to (1) connecting to the remote server
to convert the speech to text and (2) detecting silence to
know when the user is done talking. This performance can
be improved by using a local engine or a hybrid local-server
approach [33]. To reduce the time that the parser waits to detect silence, future work can explore a multimodal approach
to triggering execution where the user touches the canvas
to indicate he/she is done talking.
Customization support
It is clear that customization is a key part of making vocal
shortcuts work well. But how to support customization in
a way that is lightweight and part of existing workflows
is an open question. Programming by demonstration approaches [37] or mixed-initiative personalization [7] may
offer potential directions and help address the challenges of
open-vocabulary speech-to-text transcription. While VoiceCuts’s speech-to-text performance could be improved with
custom vocabularies and custom speech-to-command models, it’s worth considering whether a good customization
interface can help address some of these errors. Perhaps
through a few spoken examples, users can define their own
speech-to-command mappings. A hybrid approach may be
the best path forward, as text entry and parameter setting
would still require a speech-to-text transcription engine.
Costs and mistakes
Vocal shortcuts can benefit expert users in many ways, but
also introduce a new set of costs: error costs. While a user
may type the wrong hotkey, traditional shortcut techniques
are both deterministic and largely error-free. Speech-to-text
and command parsing both introduce errors that can slow
use, and by extension, adoption. Different errors also might
have different costs. Switching to the wrong tool may be
easy to correct, but executing an expensive filter (which
requires an extra undo) is more costly. We argue that vocal
shortcuts could be improved by maintaining a more formal
cost model not unlike mixed-initiative cost/utility models
in [24]. Improving the design of the UX experience in light
of failures is also critical.
Generalizability
We tested our approach in one software application, but point
to similarities between Photoshop and many other creative
applications that suggest it may generalize more broadly.
Beyond Photoshop many creative applications use a tool, parameter and document object paradigm (Bohemian Sketch,
Microsoft PowerPoint, etc). Our approach supports these
three operations with distinct detectors. Applications that
follow a model of 1) selecting target objects to manipulate
(e.g., shapes, text elements in PowerPoint, cells in Excel), 2)
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providing tools to change the properties of the objects (e.g.,
applying tools the shapes in PowerPoint, styling the text
in Word) and 3) allowing organization of object hierarchy
(e.g., slides in PowerPoint, sheets in Excel, pages in Word)
can adapt our approach. For an application that has operation categories other than these three, our framework can
be extended with additional detectors. This multi-detector
approach has the benefit that a developer can integrate a
new detector that can work “in parallel” and offer both high
recall and precision.
Creative flow
Research on creativity underscores the potential for small
disruptions to have noticeable impacts on the perceived effectiveness and workflow of a creative expert. Evidence from
past work highlights that creative experts rely on a state
of flow, or total absorption in their work to accomplish creative tasks [13, 14]. Future work might study how adding
speech support to creative applications specifically supports
experts’ ability to maintain flow. Multiple participants described a desire to maintain the focus of their creative flow
and not directing attention away from their composition to
the application interface. Interestingly, this also applied to
background tasks outside of the creative application. One
of our interviewees said that speech could help him stay focused by allowing him to manipulate secondary applications,
such as a music player. This participant typically reserves his
main monitor for his creative work and his laptop screen for
everything else: email, music, web browsing, etc. To change
to a different radio station or look up a tutorial to help him
with a less familiar task, he has to move his cursor to his other
screen. Future work might explore how speech interaction
can control secondary applications that have high physical
and cognitive cost specifically during creative focus.
Creative collaboration
One of the formative study participants alluded to the potential for speech interaction to support expert creative work in
collaborative settings. He mentioned that he wants to interact with the speech-enabled creative applications when he
introduces his design work to clients. During such meetings,
he often fumbles with the keyboard or mouse when he has
to make on the fly design changes. He felt that speech input
may alleviate some of the in-the-moment stress and support
his collaborative creative process.
8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we describe a novel approach to accelerating
expert use of a creative application through vocal shortcuts.
Vocal shortcuts are intended to lower the cognitive and physical cost of accessing features in complex creative software.
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Physically, a keyboard-free use allows the creative professional to focus on their primary tablet interface. A larger, and
more mnemonic, vocabulary can make it cognitively easier
to learn and recall the shortcuts for a large and complex set
of tools and features. We experiment with vocal shortcuts
by implementing VoiceCuts as a plug-in to the Adobe Photoshop application. By dynamically mining the creative’s
current work environment and supporting customization,
VoiceCuts supports vocal shortcuts that reference custom
names for tools and layers. Feedback from creative experts
confirms the potential of this approach and points to future
directions for improvement. Our work sheds light on the
viability and limitations of speech interfaces today and provides a foundation for the next generation of speech-enabled
creative applications.
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